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Assembly and use 

Please read warnings 

Before attempting to use the attachment! 

!!  The attachment will get extremely hot when in use!! 

Never touch the unit when in use. 

If you need to remove the unit or place more wood or 
coals, Wear thick welding gloves 

 And have a clear area around the BBQ, so that you can 
place the attachment on the ground. 

Never touch the handles without suitable gloves! 

Only remove the unit when the lid has been taken off, 
so that you can hold the unit by the handles. 

Never move the BBQ while it is hot set it up where it is 
going to be used! 

http://www.kettlegear.com/


ASSEMBLEING THE ATTACHMENT 
Unpack the contents of the box and lay them out 

Fit nuts to bolts as show 

Note the thin nuts fitted to      
the bolts, they go in the 
bottom of the attachment. 



Remove bolts holding 
attachment together & remove 
protective film. 

When refitting bolts to join 
attachment together , one side 
is slotted to allow for 
adjustment of fit , leave these 
loose until you have sat your 
grill in the attachment to adjust 
to desired size. 

Fit all 3 bottom bolts with Thin 
nuts on the outside of the 
attachment as shown above . 

Fit all 3 top bolts with plain nuts 

       As show. 

Once all bolts are in , fit 
supplied handles. 



1. Setting up the kettle for use with pizza attachment

Make sure you remove the lid holder spacers 

If you have them fitted to your BBQ 

Due to the high temps the BBQ reaches, 

The spacers could melt! 



2. Fitting the grill

Slide the grill in on an angle 

To get past the thermometer probe 

 And the bolts at the top. 

The grill should now be        
resting on the 3 bolts at the bottom 

Make sure the bottom lip of 
the attachment is in front of 
the grill and that the grill is 
not sitting on it 



3. Setting charcoal and wood

Light a full chimney of heat beads, once all are fully lit, 

Pour into the back of the Kettle and arrange into a C shape, 

And place several pieces of wood on top, 

Place the pizza attachment on the BBQ. 



Place your pizza stone on the grill 

Place the lid on top of the attachment 

With the vent half open and 

The bottom vent fully open  , Once the wood stops smoking close the top vent 
and wait for the kettle to come to the desired temp 650-750F. 

(Thermometer optional) 

ENJOY ! 


